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The Nature and Magnitude of Vocabulary Problems
To unlock the meaning of text, students must develop a large word knowledge base, including

common root words, affixes, and rare words. Although for many children this base grows very
quickly as they learn common words, some children come to school with much smaller
vocabularies and experience slower growth. Despite the need for extensive vocabulary growth,
there remains little focus on vocabulary instruction in the primary grades. Further, when
instruction does take place, it is often based on vocabulary workbooks, random lists of words to
be memorized, or resources pulled from the internet1. These methods promote decontextualized
learning – unconnected bits of information about isolated words – which is not the kind of word
knowledge needed to understand complex text2. By teaching some words and some independent
word learning strategies, primary teachers assume children’s vocabulary will “catch up.”
However, these hopes continue to be unfounded in our classrooms3. Without significant
commitment in primary education to vocabulary support, curricular programs are unlikely to
succeed, especially for those entering school with smaller vocabularies.

In upper elementary grades there may be more attention to vocabulary, but again not often the
kind that is most effective for helping with comprehension. The issue in upper elementary is that
words students need to learn are found mainly in texts and rarely in conversation, and are more
abstract than oral vocabulary. Such words, then, are difficult for students to learn on their own if
they are not avid, skilled readers.

Texts and Activities in Primary and Upper Elementary Grades
Primary grades texts. Primary classroom curricula, and more specifically texts, do not provide

enough vocabulary support.  Some current reading/literacy curricula, such as Open Court4

include more emphasis on vocabulary. Other commonly used programs like Units of Study5

emphasize strategy instruction with little systematic explicit instruction on vocabulary learning.
Older basal readers made a point of repeating words in texts when they were first introduced.
While their choices may not have been of highly impactful words, texts that provide cyclical
review of targeted utility words could spur vocabulary growth in the primary grades. We suggest
that publishers review the types of texts they are producing and select focus words that are
repeated several times with descriptions and/or definitions to ensure students have cyclical
review of the word in text. A second suggestion is for publishers to create text sets that focus on
topics or units with similar content so that students repeatedly see words across texts6. Another
key resource for language and vocabulary growth is books to be read aloud.

Primary grades activities. Primary elementary students’ limited decoding skills make it
challenging for developing readers to learn sophisticated vocabulary via independent reading. In
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lower elementary school, teachers’ use of complex texts during read-alouds allow students to
hear words not in their oral vocabulary and not found in their beginning readers. Even in the
earliest grades, children can comprehend sophisticated texts, although they lack proficient
self-monitoring skills to problem solve unknown words. Thus, teachers need to provide direct
vocabulary support along with read alouds. Hearing books read aloud, especially with direct
vocabulary support, predicts later reading achievement and promotes vocabulary growth7.

Beyond introducing words during read alouds, teachers should follow up with explicit word
meaning instruction and activities that promote word awareness. Examples of a word’s use in
other contexts and providing students opportunities to use words themselves are key to effective
learning. Supporting students to notice words such as an author’s choice of words or words used
in and around school can create a mindset that boosts children’s word learning and enjoyment of
language8.

Because children with low vocabularies know many fewer “hi-frequency” Tier 1 words, there
should also be opportunities to acquire more such words during primary grades. Classrooms
should feature abundant occasions for students to engage in conversational interactions, which
teachers can support by extending, clarifying, and highlighting students’ contributions.

Upper elementary grades texts. Upper elementary students need access to multiple text genres
to be able to read widely, a critical practice for broadening vocabulary. Access to various text
types supports affective engagement by allowing students agency in selecting books, genres,
series, or topics that interest them. Teachers should also continue to engage with content area
texts such as science and social studies articles. Reading aloud to students is still a highly
beneficial practice at these grades. This enables students to hear fluent sophisticated language,
meet new words, and provides opportunities for teacher modeling of metalinguistic skills for
word solving.

Students’ independent learning can be supported by learning to use child-centered dictionaries
such as the Collins COBUILD. The COBUILD and other “Learners’ dictionaries” are best, as
they provide explanations of word meaning that demonstrate use of the word in real-world
contexts. For example, “If you have access to something, you are able to get it or use it.”  But
students’ word knowledge and use will be very limited unless attention to vocabulary goes
beyond definitions.

Upper elementary grades activities. The goal of vocabulary development is to use words in
comprehending and producing text. The words that students encounter at these levels tend to be
abstract and have multiple related meanings, or senses. These two facts dictate that direct
vocabulary instruction be interactive and flexible9. Students need to encounter and explore words
in a variety of contexts and to practice generating and analyzing contexts that use the words.
Also important is developing connections among words, such as words similar in meaning or
words that often appear together or are used to talk about similar topics. Facility with multiple
senses of words and connections among words enable students to access relevant word meanings
as they read and integrate them within a text to effect comprehension. Morphology is another
valuable component of upper elementary instruction. In particular, students should learn
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strategies for interpreting affixed words and come to understand how prefixes and suffixes affect
word meaning.

Which Words to Teach?
A key issue in designing effective vocabulary instruction is selecting which words to teach.

This is because the English language has far too many words to teach directly. The other side of
that coin is that it is not necessary to teach all words, and thus it is important to consider which
words are optimal targets of instruction.

There are many ways to categorize types of words, but there is a strong similarity across
them. First there are high-frequency or common words, mostly concrete, that we use every day in
oral language - also called Tier 1 words10. High-frequency words are mostly learned readily by
young children in the course of normal conversations and interactions.

Second there are words that appear mostly in text, are general in nature, and tend to be more
abstract and have multiple senses - also called Tier 2. These words are the best candidates for
instruction, as they open the door to understanding text. They are also labeled academic words.
Because they are common to many domains, effort toward learning a good number of them pays
off. Examples of Tier 2 or academic words include: ambiguous, benefit, compatible, diminish,
establish, foundation, gratitude, hierarchy, and inevitable. But many Tier 2 words are simpler
than those, and are appropriate to teach to primary grades students, such as: insist, patient,
distraught, eager, and ponder.

Finally there are technical words that apply to specific content domains and are rarely used
outside of those domains - also called Tier 3 words. Technical content words are most often
concepts within domains such as science or geography, and thus are taught as part of learning the
content of a domain.

There are lists of suggested words to teach, such as: priority words, word zones, thematic
word clusters, and academic words11. But these need not be the basis of a vocabulary curriculum.
Ideally words for instruction should be selected from texts being read in the classroom. The lists
can serve as resources to help inform word choice or to provide additional words that may be
related to classroom targets or apply to other activities in the classroom.

Conclusions
The suggestions provided here are all for naught if school administrators and principals do not

take a vested interest in supporting vocabulary development for their teachers and students.
Principals must provide time for teachers to meet and discuss vocabulary word selection using
lists or frameworks. Administrators must prioritize the need for curricular materials that support
vocabulary growth and provide funding for professional development opportunities for teachers
to learn how to implement high-quality vocabulary instruction that builds understanding. Most
importantly, principals and administrators must support teacher agency as educators strive to
deepen their professional knowledge related to not only early reading skills like phonics, but
complex literacy skills such as vocabulary learning.
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What does the future hold for vocabulary instruction?  One critical topic is how to
successfully teach adequate vocabulary. Children who are 1000-2000 root word meanings below
average or median by the end of grade two, need much more effective support thereafter. Better
would be preventing children falling so far behind during the primary years! To achieve these
goals, we must re-center our priorities as we address what comprises the science of reading. We
must create more dialogue with publishers, educators, and administrators to move theories of
vocabulary learning into practice. We are hopeful that advocates of the science of reading
movement achieve their goal for improving reading instruction throughout the country. We assert
that these goals must also incorporate supporting student understanding of text via building
background knowledge, comprehending text, and most importantly increasing vocabulary
knowledge.
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